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This paper gives an overview of the general legal framework for archiving and retention in Slovenia, including the de-
scription of Banka Slovenije’s own system of regulations in this regard. The paper does not analyse the archiving practices 
in commercial banking, financial institutions´ perception of archives and records management or their internal practices 
and corporate governance guidelines. Financial institutions as well as Banka Slovenije apply their own (mostly technical) 
procedures for retention, safe-keeping, management and archiving of business documentation. While doing that, all fi-
nancial institutions are obliged to follow also minimum national legislative norms. Thus, the practice of archiving is to a 
certain degree influenced by the existing national legislation, especially the accounting and corporate laws.

****
The principal law on archiving in Slovenia is the Protection of Documents and Archives and Archival Institutions Act,2 
which governs the method, organization, infrastructure and implementation of capture and storage of documents3 in 
physical and electronic form; effectiveness and evidentiary value of such materials; protection of archives and conditions 
for use of archives; tasks of archival institutions and the public archival service and related services; and supervision over 
the implementation of this act.

Banka Slovenije is obliged to follow certain rules on national archive procedures as set out in this Act, since the cen-
tral bank falls within the definition of entity under public law. The latter includes national authorities, authorities of local 
governments, public authorities and public service contractors.

The Protection of Documents and Archives and Archival Institutions Act stipulates that any person, who is involved 
in capturing or storing materials in the digital form, must adopt internal rules in accordance with this Act, related imple-
menting regulations, uniform technological requirements and rules of profession (e.g. archival profession, information 
security, etc.). While such internal rules may be generally submitted for confirmation to the National Archives (who 
verifies their compliance with the requirements of this Act, related implementing regulations, uniform technological 
requirements and rules of profession), the entities under public law (including Banka Slovenije) must submit them for 
confirmation to the National Archives. If necessary, the National Archives sets a deadline for amending or supplementing 
these internal rules in line with changes in legislation or technical progress.

This Act also stipulates that the archives must be selected out of documents held by entities under public law in com-
pliance with the law and professional instructions of a competent archival institution. Documents with archival value 
held by other legal and natural persons are subject to archiving with a decision issued by the National Archives.

The entities under public law are also subject to special rules (duties of entities under public law) listed in Article 39 
of this Act. Namely, the entities under public law must ensure conservation, preservation, integrity and arrangement of 

1 The views expressed here reflect the views of the author alone, and do not necessarily reflect the views of Banka Slovenije.
2 http://www.arhiv.gov.si/fileadmin/arhiv.gov.si/pageuploads/zakonodaja/ZVDAGAA.pdf
3 The term document refers to original or reproduced (written, drawn, printed, photographed, filmed, sound recorded, 
recorded on a magnetic or optical disc, or in any other way) material, which was received or created along with the work of legal 
or natural persons. The term archive refers to documents of permanent significance for science and culture or for legal safety of 
persons, in compliance with professional instructions by competent archival institutions.
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documents received or created in the course of their work until archives are selected from those materials. They must 
allow a competent archival institution to examine the state of documents, and provide data required for keeping a register 
of archives. After the documents with archival value have been selected, the entities under public law must ensure preser-
vation of these documents for a defined period.

The duties of the entities under public law in transferring public archives to an archival institution include:

• cooperation with the competent archival institution in elaborating instructions for the selection of public archi-
ves from documents

• selection of public archives from documents according to the instructions of the competent archival institution 
and drawing up a list of selected materials

• transfer of public archives to the archival institution

The entities under public law must ensure also appropriate materials, personnel and financial conditions, and appoint 
a person to be responsible for performing these duties. Furthermore, the employees dealing with documents must have 
at least secondary school qualifications and must have passed a qualification test at a competent archival institution.

Another special duty of the entities under public law is defined in Article 40 of the Act (transfer of archives to an 
archival institution). According to that rule, the entities must transfer public archives to an archival institution no later 
than 30 years after their creation, including materials that:

• contain personal data, including sensitive personal data

• contain classified data in compliance with the law

• are under special protection of confidentiality if required by the law or rules of national or local government 
authorities.

For professional reasons, the thirty year time limit for the transfer of public archives may exceptionally be extended 
for certain archives on the basis of an agreement between the competent archival institution and the relevant entity under 
public law.4

Copies of web publications, internal publications, official and business publications, leaflets, promotional and similar 
materials published by an entity under public law are also considered as public archives, which the entities under public 
law are bound to transfer within the mentioned period.

The entities under public law are required to transfer these public archives in the original, arranged, and recorded 
form as an integral, unified and technically equipped whole. Additionally, the entities that transfer archives to the archi-
val institution5 are bound to equip these materials with an adequate inaccessibility period and to state eventual inacces-
sibility periods for certain public archives in the transfer minutes.

In accordance with the law, all archives must be selected from documents that comply with the following appraisal 

4 In the event of a dispute between the competent archival institution and the entity under public law, the minister respon-
sible for archival institutions decides on setting the time limit.
5 When the competent archival institution has established that the archives, which should have been transferred in ac-
cordance with these provisions, are kept by other persons, the archival institution has the right to demand such persons to transfer 
the archives to the archival institution. These persons are obliged to transfer the archives within an appropriate time limit as defi-
ned by the competent archival institution.
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criteria:

• needs of history, other sciences and culture

• needs of persons for permanent legal safety

• significance of the contents of archives

• specific nature of events and phenomena in a definite time period

• specific nature of place or area

• significance of entity under public law

• importance of the author

• originality of documents

• originality of data and information

• representative selection

• internal and external features of materials

• other criteria defined by the competent archival institution.

Detailed rules about documents and archives protection are defined in the Regulation on Documents and Archives 
Protection.6 This regulation governs the activities and internal rules of persons keeping documents and/or archives, sto-
rage of such materials in physical and digital form, general conditions, registration and accreditation of digital storage 
equipment and services, selection and transfer of archives to public archival institutions, processing and keeping regis-
ters of archives, protection of film and private archives, use of archives in archival institutions and work of the Archival 
Commission.

Further to (and in accordance with) the Protection of Documents and Archives and Archival Institutions Act, Banka 
Slovenije has developed its own system of protection, retention and archiving of business documentation. This draws 
on the Bank of Slovenia Act, which sets out in Article 40 that the organisation and operations of Banka Slovenije are 
regulated by internal acts adopted by the Governor of Banka Slovenije. This gives the central bank the necessary base for 
detailed implementation of the statutory requirements for archiving.

The internal rules, adopted in accordance with the requirements of the Protection of Documents and Archives and 
Archival Institutions Act, set out the procedures for retention and archiving in Banka Slovenije (including legal basis). 
Additionally, the rules on documentary materials management in Banka Slovenije represent the core regulation in this 
field for the central bank. These rules are supplemented by technical instructions regarding access to the central archives, 
storage of documentary materials on microfilm, classification scheme management and handling of the European Cen-
tral Bank’s documentation.

The rules on documentary materials management first define general principles and definitions, and establish the 
responsibilities and competences of the employees in this regard. The rules also distinguish between internal and exter-

6 http://www.arhiv.gov.si/fileadmin/arhiv.gov.si/pageuploads/zakonodaja/uredba-angl.pdf
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nal documentation. The greater part of the rules is dedicated to detailed procedural provisions, including rules for the 
classification scheme. The latter describes the characteristics of all business matters and is composed of all central bank’s 
functions together with fixed retaining periods. Depending on their substance, they are structured as follows: 
A – archival material, T – permanent retention material, or retention period in number of years.

As for the financial institutions, the statutory requirements on the documentation to be kept by them are defined in 
various other legal acts.

The regulations adopted by Banka Slovenije (acting as the supervisor according to the Bank of Slovenia Act)7 rarely 
impose such requirements on banks or savings banks. There are some examples though that mostly target information 
of relevance for future assessment of fulfilment of certain requirements (e.g. the Regulation on the Calculation of Capital 
Requirements for Credit Risk under the Internal Ratings-based Approach for Banks and Savings Banks,8 the Regulation 
on the Calculation of Capital Requirements for Market Risks for Banks and Savings Banks, the Regulation on the Con-
ditions that Must Be Fulfilled by a Bank’s Loan Intermediary).9 Even the Banking Act, which regulates the functioning 
of credit institutions in Slovenia, does not include provisions on obligatory archiving of information, with the exception 
of Article 390.a (paragraphs 10-11), which regulates the collection and processing of information regarding credit rating 
of clients and system of exchange of such information. Data on particular transactions referred to in this Article are kept 
in the system, so that this data is indicated in the printout of credit rating information on a particular person until the 
expiry of certain time limits (whether four years after the termination of obligations or four years after the finality of the 
decision on terminating personal bankruptcy proceedings).

In this context it needs to be clarified that Banka Slovenije must retain the documentation received or otherwise ob-
tained from banks and saving banks. Namely, Banka Slovenije conducts supervision over credit institutions by reviewing 
their reports, data and other documentation and by on-site examination of books of accounts and other documentation. 
On request of a person authorised by Banka Slovenije, credit institutions must deliver computer printouts or copies of re-
cords or other books of account and documents. They must also allow this person to examine their books of account, ad-
ministrative or business documentation and records to the extent required for conducting individual on-site inspections.

The Payment Services and Systems Act10 sets out that payment institutions must keep the licensing documentation 
(i.e. documentation needed in the process of assessing the compliance with the conditions for obtaining and maintaining 
the authorisation of Banka Slovenije for providing payment services as a payment institution) at least five years from the 
termination of the relationship or status to which they refer, except when special provisions for specific documents or 
information stipulate a longer safekeeping period. This act also sets out that the banks, who keep transaction accounts, 
and the Public Payments Administration, who keeps sub-accounts, must provide this information to the Agency for Pu-
blic Legal Records who maintains the register of transaction accounts. At the closure of a transaction account, respective 
information processed in the register of transaction accounts must be deleted from the register and transferred to the 
register’s archive with the Agency for Public Legal Records. This information must be stored in the archive for five years 
after the closure of the account, except information that the transaction account funds are not sufficient for the imple-
mentation of the decision on enforcement or insurance, which is stored for only one year. 

7 Within the scope of its powers, Banka Slovenije examines the implementation of the Bank of Slovenia Act and other laws, 
as well as the regulations and measures adopted on the basis of these laws.
8 This regulation sets out that banks must collect and store, inter alia, the complete history of assignment of obligors and 
recognised guarantors to grades, the dates obligors were assigned to grades, the key data and methodologies used to assign obligors 
to grades, data regarding the person responsible for the assignment of obligors to grades, the identities of defaulters and defaulted 
exposures, the date and circumstances of such defaults, data on the probability of default estimates and default rates associated with 
rating grades and ratings migration, etc.
9 Banks must maintain the register of all contracts concluded with intermediaries, including the type and number of con-
tracts, and retain this information for at least five years after the conclusion of the business year to which the data from the registry 
apply.
10 This law sets out that Banka Slovenije is competent and responsible for supervision over a payment institution regarding 
the payment and ancillary services.
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The Payment Services and Systems Act further stipulates that a clearing company must keep the documentation 
on compliance with the conditions for obtaining and maintaining the authorisation of Banka Slovenije for providing 
payment system operation services as a clearing company for at least five years from the termination of the relationship 
or situation to which it refers, except when special laws stipulate a longer safekeeping period for specific documents or 
information.

In the process of determining and verifying the identity of a natural person or his/her statutory representative, sole 
proprietor, or self-employed person, organisations11 must keep several documents as set out in the the Prevention of 
Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Act, which regulates the protection and retention of data. Article 79 of this 
Act obliges organisations to keep the data obtained on the basis of this Act and the corresponding documentation for 10 
years after the termination of a business relationship, the completion of a transaction, a customer’s entry into the casino 
or gaming hall, or a customer’s access to the safe, as well as the information and corresponding documentation on the 
authorised person and deputy authorised person, on the professional training of staff, and on the execution of internal 
control for 4 years after the appointment of the authorised person and deputy authorised person and after the completion 
of professional training and the execution of internal control.

The Companies Act states that the books of account, balance sheets, profit and loss accounts, annual reports, business 
reports and consolidated annual reports must be stored permanently. Other accounting documents may be stored for a 
specific period only. Further rules on record management of book-keeping documents and books of account have been 
established with the Slovenian Accounting Standards (No 21 and 22). While stipulating the scope of documents that 
must be archived, these standards allow companies to define their own system of management (including storage and 
archiving) of book-keeping documents and books of account, while taking into account the statutory archiving periods. 
The same provisions are partly included in the Accounting Act (Article 4), which states that all legal entities are obliged to 
define in detail the aspect of archiving and record management of book-keeping documents. In addition, Article 30 of the 
Accounting Act defines minimum storage periods for different types of book-keeping documents and books of account 
(e.g. permanently for annual accounts and final accounting of salaries, 10 years for general ledger).

There are also other laws of relevance for financial institutions in the context of obligatory retention periods; however 
they do not relate, strictly speaking, to business data (e.g. the Tax Procedure Act and Value Added Tax Act address tax 
liability; the Labour and Social Security Registers Act aims at safe-keeping the documentation relating to the employee).

****

The Slovenian legal framework for records management and archiving is quite extensive. The record and archiving re-
quirements, which generally draw a distinction between different fields, are regulated by several legislative acts instead 
of having one comprehensive and integral codification for archiving business documentation (see the above-mentioned 
legislative requirements that inter alia cover banks and savings banks as well as Banka Slovenije). This is so because the 
corporate law, including banking and financial regulations, is subject to further development and frequent amendments 
– without codified rules. Taking into account the general legislative tradition in Slovenia in this field, the situation is even 
more understandable. In any instance, the rules are assessed by their efficiency and serviceability, and not by their appea-
rance or place in the overall legal framework. And only the future can and will give an objective appreciation.

11 Including banks, savings banks and currency exchange offices pursuant to the Prevention of Money Laundering and Ter-
rorist Financing Act.


